Duo Concertante (2002)

Richard Mills

“This work was commissioned by Walter and Elsa Verdehr and is dedicated to them as a testament
of my esteem for their artistry, for their great generosity of vision in commissioning so many
compositions to create a literature for both the Verdehr Trio and for their violin and clarinet duo.
This piece is my way of celebrating their profound contribution as teachers−who in leading others
to discover, are always on a journey of discovery themselves, providing a wonderful example to
their students by their own dedicated and inspired practice of their art.
The Duo is a continuous, evolving story based on the music of the opening bars−the intervals of the
violin’s music (inspired by the call of the Australian Magpie) contrasting in tension with
compressed twelve-note scales for the clarinet. Important contributions from the orchestra are
made by the piano, percussion, and harp, but the essential musical argument is concentrated in the
gestures of the solo violin and clarinet who explore the potentialities of the opening music through
a many faceted, interdependent relationship.
This piece is appropriately placed in a concert of classical music. The composer has been inspired
by the dramaturgy of classical forms and has endeavored to incorporate their clarity and logic into
his own musical language.”
─Richard Mills
The world premiere of Duo Concertante was on June 21, 2004 in Taipei, Taiwan with the composer
conducting.
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